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This paper mainly describes a compact closed-cycLe helium
refrigerator (3.5W at 4.3K) and a recondensing system using the
refrigerator of the evaporated heLium gas of superconducting NMR-
CT at Medical Center of Chiba University in-Japan. The cycle of
this refrigerator consists of a two-stage Sumitomo's modified
Gifford-McMahon cycle refrigerator and a JouLe-Thomson Loop. For
the recondensing system, direct-mounted-type refrigerator unit
has been selected. After removal of magnet current Lead from
S.C.M. cryostat of the NMR-CT, the recondenser connected to the
end of transfer tube of the refrigerator unit is inserted through
the magnet current Lead entry. The refrigerator provides its
helium mist coolant to the recondenser Located in the gas phase of
the Liquid helium vessel of the S.C.M. cryostat and refrigerator's
heLium mist coolant in the recondenser suppreses gas phase pres-
sure inside the Liquid helium vesseL. It indicates recondensation
of evaporated helium gas inside the Liquid heLium vesseL.

Now we have been successfuLLy accumulating running data of
this recondensing system and no electromagnetic brake against
the refrigerator operation from the S.C.M. cryostat has been
observed and also no NMR image distortion has been caused by the
refrigerator operating near the S.C.M. cryostat.
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helium recondenser; NMR-CT; superconducting magnet

1. introduction

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has now become an exceptionaLLy powerfuL
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investigative technique in the Life science and the materiaL science. In the field
of medicine, N.R-CT is used especiuLLy for imaqing of humans to examine medical
d iaqnos is.

ALL FPi use magnets, while a few instruments use permanent magnets and eLec-
tromracnets, most instruments use superconducting magnets because the Large bore
high fieLd, high homogeneity, and high stabilily are required to the magnets. If
promises to provide the first Large scale commercial market for cryogenic compo-
nent because as the key component of S.C.MI. NMP-CT, the superconducting magnet is
essentiaLLy needed. To maintain the superconducting magnet in NMR-CT at Liquid
helium temperature Liquid helium of 0.4 L/h and Liquid nitrogen of 1.0 L/h are
usuaLLy consumed (1)0, so such cryogen transfer is needed at regular intervals.

We have developed a recondensing refrigerator system of the evaporated helium
gas of the S.C.,. NYR--CT. Without Liquid helium refiLL, the system has made it
possible to operate S.C.M. NMR-CT continuously. This paper mainly describes the
results of the performance of the recondensing refrigerator system.

2. Recondensing system

There are some practical cryogenic refrigeration system for S.C.M. NMR-CT.
The S.C.Y. cryostat in which the radiation shieLds are cooled by axiLLary refriger-
tors such as two stage G-M refrigerator, can do away with the need for Liquid
nitrogen and can reduce Liquid helium consumption to Less than half but not to zero.

Our purpose is to provide a refrigeration system to need not refiLL Liquid
helium by recondensing the evaporating helium gas within the cryosfat.

3. Layout of system design

Layout of the refrigeration system for the S.C.M. NMR-CT is shown in fig. 1.
The refrigeration system consists of refrigerator unit, compressor unit and gas
helium Line.

The refrigerator unit has the transfer tube and the recondenser is connected
to the end of transfer tube. ALso, this refrigerator unit is suspended from the
ceiling with the Lift and car be moved up and down using the Lift.

The compressor unit is installed in adjacent room and combined to the refrig-
erator unit with the interconnecting gas helium tire. The refrigerator unit on the
Lift is moved to just above the S.C.M. cryosiat. And after removal of magnet
current Lead, this refrigerator unit is preciseLy moved down with the Lift. The
recondenser is inserted through the magnet current Lead entry and Located in the
gas phase of the Liquid helium vessel of the S.C.M. cryostat.

Numbers in brackets refer to the Literature references Listed at the end of
this report.
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4. Compact heLium refrigerator

FLow diagram of compact helium refrigerator for the S.C.M. NMR-CT is shown in
fig. 2. The refrigerator unit is the combination of a iwo stage Sumitomo's Gifford-
McMahon cycle refrigerator and a JouLe-Thomson Loop. This Sumitomo's Gifford-
McMahon refrigerator is the modification of so caLLed Gifford-McMahon refrigerator.
Sumitomo's Gifford-McMahon refrigerator (SRD-208) have been widely used as a
cryopump refrigeralor.

The Sumitomo's SRD-208 has a hybrid mechanism of displacer by simultaneous
use of drive motor and highpressure helium gas, arid meets such a requirement of
a smaLL, compact, noiseless and reLiabLe refrigerator.

The JouLe-Thomson Loop itself consists of three heat exchangers and Joule-
Thomson valve. The heat exchangers are Laminated metaL-pLastics heat exchangers
(2) of Light weight and high efficiency, developed for the on-board refrigerators
in Japanese National Railways Superconducting Magnetic Levitated Train Project.

The recondenser is a vertical condenser type where condensation takes place
on the outer surface. To enhance condensation heat transfer surface, a vertical
shaLLow-fLuted tube is used.

The compressor unit is constructed with two hermetic type compressors, oil
separator, adsorber, storage tank, and control safety devices.

Capacity of the refrigerator is 3.5W at 4.3K and eLectricaL power is about
7.5KW. Noise Level of refrigerator unit and compressor unit are about 51(dB)
and 54(dB), respectively. A photograph of the refrigerator is shown in fig. 3.

5. PreLiminary test

PreLiminary tests conducted are as foLLows;

(a) Refrigerator reLiabiLity test
(b) Recondensing test
(c) Refrigerator operation test under magnetic field
(d) Influence of refrigerator to S.C.M. NMR-CT image

Test results are mentioned briefly.

(a) Refrigerator reliabiLity test

We have already developed several prolotype refrigerators of
3.5W at 4.3K refrigeration capacity anJ we have been running
these refrigerators more than 15000 hours successfully ever
sT rice.

(b) Recondensing test

KF7. 4 shows the recondensing test apparatus. In this test,
heat Load is given by electric heater immersed into the liquid
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helium. Test results are shown in fig. 5 and fig. 6. Fig. 5
shows the relation between equilibrium pressure versus heater
input. In this test, the distance between recondenser and
Liquid helium Level is kept constant, 100mm, and only J-T
flow is changed as a parameter.

Fig. 6 shows test results at constant J-T flow rate.
Parameter is only distance of recondenser and Liquid helium
Level. The higher the distance-is, the higher equilibrium
pressure of the vesseL is observed. This means slight
Liquid helium temperature rise in this vessel.

(c) Refrigerator operation test under magnetic field

By assumina that only motor of the refrigerator wiLL be
affected by magnetic field, we have tested magnetic effect
to the refrigerator, and it is confirmed it can be operated
until 1000 aauss.

(d) Influence of refrigerator to NMR-CT image

We have measured phantom image distortion according to the

change of location of the refrigerator. The results are as
foLLows;

W'.hen this refrigerator is Located at 30 gauss Lin% no image
distortion is observed. But at 100 gauss Line, a slight
distortion is observed, so at 100 gauss Line Location, shim-
mina procedure of S.C.M. cryostat is to be needed.

6. Installation and performance

.;e installed tho compact helium refrigerator to the S.C.M. NMR-CT at Medical
Cent-r of Chita University in M~arch, 1986. Fig. 7 is a photograph of the re-
condensing system of the S.C.M. NMR-CT at Chiba University. The relation of the
Liquid helium Level and the pressure of Liquid helium vessel and the running
time is shown in fia. 8. After this initial running, the gas helium vent Line of
the S.C.M. cryostat was-closed. the pressure of the vessel began-to rise.
After a few days, we have controlled the J-T valve in order to adjust operation
condition. FinaLLy we have established stable operating condition. However
Iong Laroe slow variation of equilibrium pressure (0.110-0.114MPa) will be
observed. .e think this variation will be caused by several conditions, such as
environ>ental and other unknown conditions. Also fig. 8 shows that the liquid
heliu- Level was almost kept constant, that means helium Loss became zero.

7. Conclusions

The recondensing system of evaporated helium gas has made it possibLe to
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operate the S.C.M. NMP-CT without the Liquid helium refiLl. The electromagnetic
effect of the magnetic fields of S.C.M. cryostat to the refrigerator operation has
not been observed and also NMR-Image distortion to be induced by refrigerator
operation has not been observed owing to shimming procedure. During operation,
there were no indications of contaminant freeze out in this refrigerator system.
This successfuL operation data and performance of the recondensing refrigerator
has been confirmed its versatile adaptability to S.C.M. NMR-CT system.

The authors are greatLy indebted to Professors N. Arimizu and S. Uematsu for
giving us a chance of this experiment and variable instruction. ALso the authors
wish to express their thanks to Picker InternationaL, T.F.P. (Toray-Fuji-Picker
International inc.) for their cooperation and Oxford Magnetic Instrument, F.O.T.
(Furukawa Oxford TechnoLogy Ltd.) for their kind advice and technical assist-
ance.
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Fia. 7 The recondensina refricierato r system, of the S-.C.M. NMR-CT
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